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The wedding has finally happened and all the worries are over! It's time to kick back, relax, and take
off for your honeymoon. No more planning, right? Well, not exactly. There's one last thing to take
care of, and that's packing the right outfits to take with you so youâ€™re equipped to show your new
bride the most romantic time of her life.

Perhaps this is the first time you've taken a holiday together. If not, it's certainly the most important.
You want to be wearing the perfect clothes to charm your lady, whether for a walk along the beach
at sunset, a romantic dinner, or a quiet drink in the hotel. If you're planning to go somewhere warm,
think beforehand about the activities you have planned and those which might arise, making sure
you have appropriate things to wear.

If you will be spending time soaking up the sun on the beach, get your hands on some swimwear
that flatters your figure and makes you feel confident. This doesn't mean you need to wear a skimpy
thong, but baggy bermuda shorts, but a well-fitting pair of trunks will ensure that you look and feel
your best, regardless of your physique. If you're jetting off somewhere on a skiing trip or adventure
holiday, make sure you have not only the right, reliable equipment but also the right kind of travel
insurance to suit your trip if you will be doing any extreme sports!

Most honeymoons are going to feature at least one nice meal in a high class restaurant, and
showing up in scruffy clothes could see you turned away at the door. Be prepared by including a suit
in your wardrobe and a pair of smart but casual shoes. Lighter suits in materials such as linen are
ideal for projecting a suave appearance while still maintaining the holiday spirit. A thin cotton shirt
will complete this look.

For exploring, walks on the beach, or trips to the nearby town, pack an outfit which is lightweight yet
still looks good. A polo shirt or smart casual shirt looks smarter than a baggy t-shirt. Pair this with a
pair of slim chinos and some loafers, boat shoes or brogues in a dark colour. If the weather isn't so
warm, consider a fitted sports jacket or a blazer.
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